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About This Anthology

Overseen by Professor Geoffrey Brock, led by director Nicole Nodi, and staffed by 
graduate students in the Programs in Creative Writing and Translation at the University of  
Arkansas, the Arkansas Writers in the Schools Program (WITS) strives to encourage students 
to use their imaginations to create original, well-crafted writing. 

For over 30 years, WITS has been sending teams of  two writers from the University of  
Arkansas Graduate Programs in Creative Writing and Translation to the schools of  Arkansas 
for two-day residencies.  During these visits, the writers read poetry, discuss concepts such as 
using details and concrete language, and lead students in writing activities.  

During the 2011-2012 school year, WITS teams visited thousands of  elementary, middle, junior 
high, and high school students.  WITS residencies take our teams all across the state. A high 
concentration of  our residencies occurred in or around West Memphis, in part because of  our 
established relationship with the Delta Arts Council, which sends our teams to schools in 
Crittenden County.  

To the best of  our knowledge, this anthology consists entirely of  student work.  Our editors do 
correct spelling and some grammatical errors, but no editorial changes have been made to the 
poems in the production of  this anthology.

Arkansas Writers in the Schools is grateful to all of  the students, teachers, administrators, 
schools, and contact people who worked with us to make this year such a success.  We would 
like to especially thank Sara Beth Spencer-Bynum, Dr. Collis Geren, Davis McCombs, Geoff  
Brock, Dr. Kathleen Whitehead Paulson and George Paulson, Kevin Trainor and Ruth 
Whitehead Trainor, Robert and Catherine Wallace, Eric and Jennifer Whitehead, Philip and 
Kamron Whitehead, Ted and Kelley Whitehead, Elizabeth Oehlkers Wright, and Frank Broyles 
and Gen Whitehead Broyles.   

We invite you to read and enjoy the work of  these talented students.  If  you have any questions 
or would like to learn more about the Arkansas Writers in the Schools Program, please contact 
us at (479) 575-5991 or arkansaswits@gmail.com, or visit our website at www.uark.edu/~wits.
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Arch Ford Education Cooperative
Plumerville 

FACULTY CONTACT: Mary Stein
VISITING WRITERS: Hung Pham and Josh Peterson

Tree

Long tall arms reach for the sky.
The many fingers have green hairs on them.

The animals find homes in the hollows and fingers.

Jordan Walls

Fall Flames

Fall is like a fireman putting
out the fire and leaving

the hot rubble to die down.
As the fire from the rubble

spreads it goes to all the trees
and the leaves fall. The night

comes as the flames keep
glowing in the dark. As
winter sets in snow falls
and destroys the flames.

Dalton Tatum

Banana 

 
Yellow shapeful claw 

Growing on the tree 
Sugary sweet like candy 

Humongous claw sitting there 
Watching and waiting for the right moment 

 
Sevanna Trujillo 
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Fives ways of  looking at a deer

1. When the deer runs its antlers are like ninjas throwing 
knives
2. When they hop it’s like a bird gliding through the air
3. Their fur is as soft as cotton
4. They can run as fast as race cars
5. Their ears are like 5 hearing aids in an ear

Zak Fugatt

Through Gene’s Eyes (KISS: “I Wanna Rock and Roll”)

Everybody down south thinks KISS or especially me
are demonic and satan worshipers well
I’m here to tell you, schmuck we’re not!

I’m Jewish, you lose buddy. Sorry.
Also a lot I mean a lot think I

took drugs. Well I would never do 
anything to disappoint my mother

and if  you don’t well you’re a
total schmuck. Me and Paul Stanley

had a strict no drug policy. And
one more, rock-n-roll hall of  fame
you are not the best dudes in the 
world! How is Madonna in the 

rock-n-roll hall of  fame. She’s not
rock-n-roll.

Lukas Turner

The Cat’s Fire

A cat is fire,
For as fire can destroy
So may a cat
Fire leaps boldly
As a cat that never looks back
The cat is hailed 
As is fire
Fire can create
As a cat can shape or destroy
Its friends
And like fire
Cats don’t meet an end
Without a fight

Karly Blanchard
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Poetry

Poetry is a song flowing
out of  your mouth like wind.
Sometimes it’s easy,
sometimes it’s hard.
But you never know when it’s
gonna come.
It’s like a rumble
striking your body.
Poetry is a picture,
a picture of  anything
you can imagine.
Poetry is a blanket,
wrapping a new born baby,
touching its skin.
It gets to you.

Ally Cooper

Benton County School of  the Arts
Rogers

FACULTY CONTACT: La Vona Cerna 
VISITING WRITERS: Diana Reaves and Josh Brown

Escape

Meticulously walking,
any
light that I saw creep from its
lines, I avoided them,
only to be
reached by my 
yearning.

Mallory Nail

Burgundy

Burgundy is the soft, velvet rope
at the movies.  The hot, sugar plum tea on my tongue.
The juicy pomegranate seeds.  The warmth of  blood
from a gorge on skin.  Burgundy is the birds, singing
of  loss and sadness.  Burgundy is the dying down
hearth, coals glowing bright.

Aislinn Nogy

Ally Cooper, Benton County School of  the Arts



Chores

Cleaning the dishes until my dad says they’re good,
sweeping until the floor is perfect,
dusting off  the fireplace,
washing my house free of  sin.
Sweep away all the times I’ve been hit.
Throw my brother out into the garbage can.
Wash my sister into a different universe.
Dust the ice away that broke my tailbone.
Clean until there is nothing left to clean but yourself.
Wipe the cats into the sky.
Sweep away mom until she’s out of  sight.
Wash away everything until there’s nothing else to 
clean.

Morgan Gunter

Poetry 

You can see 
the French beret,
feel the wind blow
right through as
you feel the 
words passing,
or the rocks
when hit with shock
smell the peace.
Japanese
Cherry Blossom.

Katie Loethen

Zoey Sparks, Benton County School of  the Arts

Gray

Gray is the emptiness when you are alone.
Gray is the smell right before a lightning storm.
When you taste the wind, you’ll taste gray.
The echo of  you voice thrown back at you is gray.
Gray is the consistency of  ash, drifting through your 
fingers.
When you knock on hollow wood, you hear gray.

Alyssa Turner
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The Last Anapest

Cowering in the Siberian mountains
is the last anapest.

Its red star stabbed into the ice,
frozen as a monument to its sins.

Its hammer and sickle used as weapons
to fend off  the fiends that stalk it.

The rock encrusted in frost waits for its use.

The anapest calls it home 
as howls fill the dark hallways.

Oliver Hubbard

Bethel Middle School
Bryant

FACULTY CONTACT: Robin Stripling
VISITING WRITERS: Kaj Anderson-Bauer and John Scott

The Mountain

The strength of  a mountain must be mighty,
for it must support life and hold up the sky.

Mountains must have wide bases
for they are heavy and must not topple.

Mountains must be patient, 
for they are eternally tied to the ground.

Drew Carnahan

The Babbling Stream

Stream, stop telling secrets
that no one can hear. Don’t give up 

answers that aren’t really there.
Stop babbling about your stones

or your fish.  Give hope instead.
You are a part of  life.  You feel

raccoons’ soft, sneaky paws.
You give an audience to those in pain.

You are strong enough to move
rocks and swallow stones.  Give life

to those who need it, and spirit
to those who seek it.  

Just don’t talk or ramble about things
in a language no one can understand.

Kayla James
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The Long Blizzard

The blizzard’s wake chilled me
from the inside out.

The hunger rising in me
from too many skipped meals,

the crumbs that had been
scattered over the ground,

suffocated under the 
masses of  snow—

slowly, slowly, the elements
of  ice would take me.

Bailey Pearson

Portrait

His nose is a sofa
because it’s soft and big.
His eyelashes are like dust bunnies.

His face mocks a buffalo.
His cheeks are a waterbed.

His eyebrow snatches
the lint from his clothes.

Janet

Gone are the Days

My dad’s mullet is now meandering
down the river long gone.

his old beat-up jeans now used to make 
modernized cars, his football days all thrown 

in the trash, his leather jackets 
all shoved in a box long forgotten, 

his past days lost and 
never to be seen again.

Logan Allen

Morning

Morning is an elephant
stomping loudly, waking all,
searching for a water source,
a gray hump in the distance,
turning bright against 
the once black sky.

Peyton Reber

Grey.

I watched the rain today,
machine gun tracers to the ground,
and I felt the cold along my arms and 
spine,
and I had no thoughts.

J.S.
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My Thoughts are Sharks

they have sharp teeth and I
am afraid of  them.  They are like
lost animals in the sea.

Shianna Knight
  

Bragg Elementary
West Memphis

FACULTY CONTACT: Amber Mink
VISITING WRITERS: Kaj Anderson-Bauer and Josh Brown

Death

on a cool night
 a blast of  red in an
all white room
 salty as the sea
  slick as silk.

Victoria 

On the Occasion of  Petrino Getting Fired

A dry waste land no water
just dirt no plant or grass just skeletons
of  dehydrated animals   everywhere   dust
clogging your pores and suffocating 
animals.

Hunter Hood

The Problem with Color

The black of  the night with
the unlucky creepy cake.  In
the cave of  the lost souls.  Tasting
like those burnt pathetics.  The howls
of  the night.  The feel
of  horror.  The gas pumps glowing
on your skin.  The smell of  death
walking around the corner.

Joshua Bassett

Chocolate

our warmth
like nothing
undescribable
brown & breakable
hard as stone.

Austin

Twilight is a Lion

hunting by moonlight
viewing everything with a different eye
growling in the offended sky 

Kyle Parker

Purple

The taste of  plum juice dripping
on your tongue.
Or a kid turned upside down
on the monkey bars.
You look so calm and soothing
just thinking of  a monster’s brain.

Blakelp Deese

 Wall

sit there
get holy
don’t bulk
be blue
don’t smile

Kenlowe
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Untitled

The trees move swiftly in the wind,
Arkansas.
The snow is six inches deep,
Pennsylvania.
The sun is too bright to stare,
North Carolina.
The clouds never show,
Texas.
Sweet home town.
No home town.

Sierra Willis

How to Fall in Love

Don’t bend or break
Don’t make me work to
find you.
Be deep enough where my
food stays still.
Sturdy to durable
Have a good taste unlike metal

Carolyn Reeves

Bryant Middle School
Bryant

FACULTY CONTACT: Debra Catton
VISITING WRITERS: Josh Peterson and Joseph Trimble

Ladder Madness

The singeing heat
the ringing of  bells
the sight of  orange and red
the taste of  ash and grime
the smell of  smoke

Matthew Bates

Silk Sheets

A red moon
Staring into my soul
Wrapped with mystery
High with the stars
Mesmerized by its beauty
Lying on a dusty bed
My fingertips sliding across
Silk sheets
Shying away from slumber

Monica Griffin Pelican Envy

I hold tightly to your hand
We say nothing but we’re thinking the 
same
thing as we gaze at the two birds that
flock together
Almost as if  they are dancing on water
They are accepted and free
And we too, we are pelicans
We just don’t know how to dance yet.

Emma Williams

How to Fall in Love

Your bubbles pop too much
your liquid is too cool
Your handles need pliers
My heart aches for your warmth
I need to fix you

Laura Fisher
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Deer

Oh deer that sleeps in my bed,
eats the same breakfast I do,
goes to the same school.

He came home with a red bottom.
An F on his progress report.
People talking while the deer is playing Xbox 360.
Brushes his teeth every morning.
Drives to school every morning.
Comes home, goes to sleep, and
does the same thing over again.

Lee Esthes

  

Buffalo Island Central East Elementary
Leachville

FACULTY CONTACT: Dr. Kima Stewart 
VISITING WRITERS: Josh Brown and Kaj Anderson-Bauer

Coat

My coat is a big lump, it is too big for me
but Aeropostale is cool, so I won’t throw it 
out.
I look like a snowman.

I tell it to be quiet, but it shushes my cat.
I tell it not to pee on the floor, but it pees
on my brother instead. Oh why coat?
Why do you pee everywhere, you big lump?

Act naturally and drink coffee.
Sit by an old man named Kaj,
and sing about his girlfriend.
Oh coat why?

Faith

  

A Day in the Life of  a Villager

Every tipi has a 
thin wrap around the
tribe’s sleeping place. In the morning
all the pancakes the tribe eats
never go without syrup.

Ethan
Kristina Thacker, Buffalo Island Central East Elementary 
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Surprise Present

Have some fruit on a stick.
Always go outside on a sunny day.
Light the fire.
Let the fire get big.
I have a surprise for you.
Elephants drink water.

Hallie Brown

Lexi Walls, Buffalo Island Central East Elementary

Leachville, AR

Digging up a
yellow piece of
liver under
Able’s Bridge, while
number of  purple martins sing
and fly around you.

Dylan Ballard

Lawn Cutting

I am cutting the lawn.
Grass goes in, a good yard comes out.
I could cut the bumps on the wall.
I could clean the moon, the stars.
I cut the road.
Rocks and gravel come in, a clean road 
comes out.
Next thing I know, I’m in the field.
Soon the whole world is as clean as it can 
be,
with every lawn cut.

Rhett Healey

My Faith

My faith is like a smooth blanket laying in the water in the moonlight.

My faith’s teeth are sharp as knives in your foot
while you are walking through your house.

Tanner
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Hunter Earnest,  Buffalo Island Central East Elementary

Buffalo Island Central West Elementary 
Monette

FACULTY CONTACT: Dr. Kima Stewart
VISITING WRITERS: Josh Peterson and Adrian McBride

The Doubt Birds 

The doubt birds are colorful
peacocks with a crown of  feathers on their heads.
The sound they make is a loud popping noise when they want something and a purr when the 
get
What they want. Their feathers are smooth to the touch. They smell like roses and they have 
sharp teeth. So they may seem sweet but be careful. 

Abby Barnett 

Orange 

You eat the sunshine, drink the rain. cough up the star, throw away the sky. 

Kaleb Dublin 

Crossing Arkansas By Cooking 

I cook for riding in cars. I go
to Jonesboro by cinnamon toast. Monette by eggs. Leachville by steak. Black Oak by
ham. The whole state by breakfast
For the family, three lunches, and eight dinners. It’s fun. 

Gannen Varner 
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Spring is a Prospector 

Spring is a prospector. 
digging for gold in the winter to buy flowers for summer. Spring is always so ready
for the month before summer. Where he plants his flowers All month long. 

Brodie Couch 

Clouds 

The clouds feel like feathers in your pillow.
The clouds feel like fresh snow on the ground.

The clouds feel like the fur of  a husky.
The clouds feel like your favorite blanket.

The clouds feel like cold water splashing on your face. 

Kelli Gill 

Untitled 

The grass feels like a lot of
worms under my hands and feet.

The grass feels like somebody littered in my yard.
The grass feels like tiny rocks piling up.

The grass also feels like a group
of  people pinching me. 

Morgan James 

Untitled

A rocket shaves his moustache
and cleans out his raggedy old beard. The rocket is very 

old and says
he can’t fly anymore.

So all the rocket does is shave
and shave. 

Kaitlyn Fry 
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Loneliness to an alien

To be lonely is to be alone with no one to comfort you. Loneliness is like being locked in a room 
without seeing or hearing anything. It is like being held high above the world with nothing but 
yourself. Loneliness is to be nervous upon what will happen next. To be lonely is to never hear a 
small peep out of  nothing in the world. To be lonely is to never know what is happening to you 
or anyone. Loneliness is to have not one friend, not even an imaginary one. It is to never see true 
beauty or anything. It squeezes the love out of  your body. It wraps tight around your body so you 
cannot move a muscle.

Halie Holt

My Fear

I wake up at nightfall.
I don’t hunt, I scavange for my food.
My eyes glow cherry red.
I laugh all night and sleep all day.
My spots hide me so I don’t become food
for the lions.

Jada Matney

glum pumpkin

Glum pumpkin like spiders in my head
makes my stomach
rumble makes me
feel like an ant up
my arm that makes
me start to giggle

Mallory Rochelle Williams

Cedar Park Elementary School
Trumann

FACULTY CONTACT: Laura Cash
VISITING WRITERS: Nicole Nodi, Aran Donovan, 

Kaj Anderson-Bauer, and Josh Peterson

I am
Passenger Pigeon

I carry the note as I dance I sing
as the clouds follow me I hear 
the whispers of  the wind 
I go thousands of  miles
I never stop never go back until I do 
my job my feathers flapping as the wind pushes 
me
now I’m gone but in memory will still exist

Hayden Cook
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Breann Hensley, Cedar Park Elementary

Thunder

I shoot bolts of  
Light and my clouds
make darkness, then
the sun tears through
my body
through my body
then I cry out
great water water
levels.

AJ Spence

I am a thunderstorm

I’m very very loud
I want to be a person
and have friends
and ride a camel
and have a dog
and all I have
is the color blue
that lights the sky
and people running inside.
I am a thunderstorm.

Morgan Daffron

My liberty

how you sleep and snore
how you can hang down
with that big belly of  yours
and how you eat with your big hands
and how people love you
oh liberty oh liberty
how you are blue and gray.

Morgan Daffron

My liberty

how you sleep and snore
how you can hang down
with that big belly of  yours
and how you eat with your big hands
and how people love you
oh liberty oh liberty
how you are blue and gray.

Morgan Daffron
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1st Day of  School

Believes everything
red is ugly
is very confused
awesome at swimming classes
nervous about books
neat handwriting sometimes
absolutely scared.

Brianna Ray

The Door to Worry

I’m worried about people
telling secrets about me
teasing me and how small
I am.

Peyton Criswell

The King of  Trumann

The King of  Trumann lives
in the Wal-Mart and he lives off
of  Lunchables and chips like
Doritos, Cheetos, Fritos and many
more. He treats the people like
dogs. Every time they go get
clothes, he takes them off  their
backs. That’s how bad the King
of  Trumann is.

Devin Holman

Tired Lion

Tired Lion
eat your food
run an hour
read that book
your bed is ready.

Terry Armstrong

My Joy

It looks like a
circle with legs
hiding in my
sister’s pans. Makes
my mom so mad.

Brianna Fletcher
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Forest Park Elementary
Little Rock

FACULTY CONTACT: Abigale Curry
VISITING WRITERS: Adrian Mc Bride and Willi Goehring

Air 

The air runs like a photographer
going around the world. The photogra-
pher
can be alone without wind The 
wind is usually going although
sometimes you don’t feel it.

Colier 

Heaven is Fine Arts

because it is a mural in the sky
a loving color
creating a picture
a picture far beyond the clouds
people look at it
and think to their self
I’ll draw a new life with colors to spare

Devin Sugg

My Monster

My monster looks like a seven
legged snail.
My monster smells like
my shower.
My monster tastes like
Quaker Oatmeal.
My monster sounds 
like a broken Smart Board
My monster feels like 
burned, rotten, and orange
bacon.
My monster

Claire
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Love is a doctor

When you are single you need the love doctor.
you need the Lovedoctor so you wont die alone.
So if  you need you need to visit the lovedoctor.
if  you don’t want to live with your mother to the 
age of  53 you need the Lovedoctor. 

Amaya J.

Nature

Nature is a doctor,
Tending to humans gashes, wounds, and broken bones,
Nature is a veterinarian,
Tending to animals’ broken wings, wounds, and missing legs.
Nature is an artist,
Making the Earth, trees, and landscapes beautiful.
Nature is many thing, but will always be nature.

Henry Jackson

Anger is an Orthodontist

Anger  is an orthodontist 
for both make you scream.
They hurt, make you cry,

and are disliked. they might make
you gag.

They might make you ache
and you want to run away

from them. both

Payton Bailey

Hannah Jackson, Forest Park Elementary
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Greenbrier Schools
Greenbrier

FACULTY CONTACT: Robin Clark
VISITING WRITERS: Adrian McBride and Jack O'Neal

Dream On

The baby sea turtle dreams
not any ordinary dream, big dreams.
He dreams of  breaking his soft, squishy shell
and that his sisters could come with him, too.
He dreams of  making it to the sea
and growing up to be a big, strong, mighty turtle.
The baby sea turtle has one big dream of  all
seeing his mom once again,
but it’s only a dream.

Sara McGee Untitled

I dreamt I had a bone, ooh
and two pounds of  cooked liver.
I could smell the smell dripping
from my dry now. I could
hear the bone saying “come eat me.”
I could taste the spices making
my mouth water like crazy.
That is my dream, my German
Shephard dream.

Adison Fulmer
Animal Dreams

A barracuda dreams of  a buffet
full of  flounder, premium cut
with sunshine making the
water warm and the whole sea
to himself  and his girlfriend.

Cody Powell
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My Monster

I have an anger that
lives under my bed.
His eyes are red as red hots
and he smells like rotting eggs.
He makes weird noises that
Sound like a duck quacking and
a crow cawing.
 He is the darkest shade of  yellow
and his toenails are as long
as a horse’s tail. Can you
ever dream of  sleeping with
this anger in your room?
Because I know I can’t.

Kacey Williams

Dreams of  an Anole

As the anole sleeps, he dreams.
He dreams of  playing his bagpipe in Scotland,
The coarse sound mingling
With the conversations of  pedestrians.
He dreams of  the peppery taste of  haggis
And the feel of  a kilt wrapped around him,
The cool air reaching places it never has before.
He sees himself  in a horse-drawn carriage,
His green skin glistening in the sun.
And he smells exotic sweat.
Dream on, anole.

Ellen M. Gray

Forest Growls

The forest growls while
rain pours onto the trees.
The rain is falling like out of
a bucket.
You can smell the humidity in the air.
The rain starts to fall more
gentle.
It sounds like a radio on
a bad station as the rain
rises to gain more power again.

Brooklyn Moore
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Heber Springs Middle School
Heber Springs

FACULTY CONTACT: Mary Catherine Propes 
VISITING WRITERS: Nicole Nodi and Corrie Williamson 

What I See at the End of  the Bend

At the bend in the foggy
road, I see a big red barn.
As I walk up to it I can
hear the hum of  the bees,
the loud and clear chirps
of  the birds. The creaking
of  the red, rusty barn doors. 
I smell the freshness of  the straw.
The sound of  the leaves
on the trees swaying
fill my ears with peace.

Angelina Aguilera

Heber Springs

It is like a caring mother,
smiling down on her children,
and wishing the best for them.

It is a sly hunter in the night,
exploring the dark, searching
for the food to feed its family.

Yet it is pleasantly melancholy,
entranced by the beauty
within itself  and around it. 

Lucas Moulden

Stars

The sound of  silence. Wind
dancing through the trees.
The ghost white round moon
sitting in the navy sky. 
Golden stars dazzling and
shimmering. Lime green grass
tickling my toes as I gently step
forward. The tall green pine
trees standing like soldiers 
ready to march. The air smells fresh.
I wonder who would pay me
to be so spoiled and powerful.

Victoria Mitchell
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Ciara Roberson, Heber Springs Middle

The Dark Track

At the bend in the foggy
winding road the trees collapsed.
The ground was damp
You hear voices fainting in the
distance, frogs croaking,
gators clamping their teeth
as the sun fans to night
you get a weird feeling, snakes
slithering, wind blowing through
the trees. Owls howling at the
moonlight.

Bryce Burns

Heber Springs

As I walk out, standing by you,
I see you miraculously constructing our 
minds,
I see you smiling and distracting as if  we 
were yours,
I see you creating and discovering us as you
see it to be,
I see you lighting up the stars and helping
them to not shame themselves.
I see owls in the dark light, animals
of  pureness in the morning light.
I wonder, when will you take the world to 
be
yours specifically . . . 

Caitlin Quattlebaum
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The Talking Camel

The last time I
met a camel, he told 
me . . . 

Don’t be afraid
of  the snowman
in your yard.

Be happy when
a lollipop 
is stuck to your 
lips.

Do always 
use your common
sense, unlike I
do.

The last thing
he said was 
to remember me like
you would remember
Abraham Lincoln.

Maggi Endsley 

Heber Springs

Heber Springs sucha city
 small and petit
quite a lady
 yet a country girl.
 Keeps the old.
Welcomes the new.
 Likes to build.
But keeps things natural.
A caring mother,
a growing child,
both of  these are you.
The huntress that loves the life.
The fisher that keeps the water.
 All of  these are you.
As we see your quiet smile
we see how beautiful
 you are. 

Katrina Laureis 
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Monkeys on Parade

Monkeys on Parade
swinging from person
to person
eating banana candy
mocking children’s dances
monkeys putting on a
show and smiling
their ugly smiles for
approval.

Belen Vinueza

Coconut

A beautiful woman
She gives milk to the people
her brown hair shines in the sun
Yet she has that stubborn opinion

Noah Canu

Shoes

Old Converse shoes hang on a telephone
wire near Hobson and 5th Ave. 
They are said to be cursed, for every
person that has tried to get them
down has been troubled. 
Ronald didn’t believe it, he wasn’t scared.
He threw a red Frisbee towards
the shoes and to his astonishment, 
they came down.  He took 
off  his old shoes, threw them on
the wire, and put the tattered 
shoes on, and walked down Hobson
smacking his spearmint gum. 
He didn’t expect this: brakes screech
and he lay on the ground, 
his gum on the concrete. 

Sidney Kennedy

Hot Springs Middle School
Hot Springs

FACULTY CONTACT: Jan Hamilton
VISITING WRITERS: Josh Peterson and Jack O’Neal 
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Furious Garbage Man

Taking other people’s garbage infuriates me
I got some old spaghetti wrapped around my arm
A cheeseburger that looks like it grew legs on the ground
Garbage juice is leaking from the bag onto my leg
Being a garbage man is terrible. 

Matt Galloway

Untitled

The fish was soaring through 
the water. He was splitting the 
water like a bullet, gaining speed.
he nudged deeper, and then forcing
his way back toward the surface. 
He launched himself  up, reaching 
for the sky. But his flight
was abruptly stopped. He was caught
by a man’s hand. The evil man grinned. 

Keegan Smith

Mustaches on Parade

Mustaches on parade. 
joining all the fun
Attacking people’s faces.
Attaching themselves on.
Like a cowboy’s, or maybe
even a hobo’s. 
Maybe an old Chinese man’s, 
carrying much wisdom.
Or maybe a teenage boy’s
full of  surprise, mischief  and youth

Shelby Bonds
Victoria Mitchell, Heber Springs Middle 



Untitled
 
Soft lichen dangles from the branch,
a soft wool sweater on the clothesline
clinging casually, temporary but homelike
stretched and complex.
It frays with time but is a simple reminder
of  the days of  old.
 
Rebecca Berry
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Untitled
 
Oh how it springs,
Oh how it flowers!
The utterness of  the word overjoys me.
It blooms, it pops, it sings.
It showers
 
Katie Bornhoft

Object
 
Always at home in my body
but acrylic
Made in China
Displayed for some,
For others hidden
Lip stud, with me
You’ve seen the best
and the worst.
 
Danny Breen

Little Rock Central High School
Little Rock

FACULTY CONTACT: Matt Foster 
VISTING WRITERS: John Scott and Willi Goehring

I Have Not Lost My Imagination
 
A South African village
is celebrating the birth of  a child
in the trees above my head.
They have filled tin cans with seeds
mocking the sound of  rattlesnakes
as the wind blows my hair across my face.
A veil of  hair shielding my eyes,
maybe it’s no birth, but a wedding.
 
Sarah Clarke
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Origami
 
Fold in your hopes and dreams.
Crease your favorite things.
Tear out your heart
and hide it in the layers.
Half  it and divide it again.
Zig-zag yourself  and everything you love.
Watch the sheet of  paper
turn into something nobody thought it could.
Pull out a flap, pull it apart.
Never ceases to amaze me:
We start as blank papers
and always end up as so much more.
 
Austin French

Untitled
 
Rolling, rocking the fish back and forth.
Shimmering as the sun gleams down on the surface.
Wading is walking with splashing at your knees.
And the colors, blues of  all imaginable
Are cold at first when the spray touches your skin.
More depth than your mind.
More mystery than conceivable.
 
Allison Hasler
 

Untitled
 
Inhaler, you sit on my night stand, saving
my breath. I hide you in my pocket,
embarrassed by your outline. Inhaler, breathe into
me a normal life, where lungs are not deflated
balloons and I don’t taste you tickling my
throat. Inhaler, I take shallower breaths to
escape you, I take shallower breaths to remind me.
 
Connor Newton

 

Kaitlyn Brown, Ramay Junior



Untitled

A summer night, filled by moonlit envy,
small fireflies, blinking like city lights.
You feel like you know all as a thin breeze
flows through you as if  you were a flute.
You look back into that orb of  white,
wishing you could go there.  Every second
you envy that moonlit sky, the stars
as specks of  dust.  Your stare is now 
a gaze, as if  you could fly up to the moon
and touch it.  You feel a ray of  hope
reflected from your mind to your body,
your heart set on the possibility.

Zachary Holland
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The Rain that Falls Here

My neighbor’s hog is 
so old that his skin is
as wrinkly as a used napkin.
He is very fat too.  He 
walks down my road with
his belly dragging the ground and
stares at us. He used to get into
the trash by the driveway, but since
my mom shot at him 
he doesn’t anymore.

Kaylee Swan

The Rain that Falls Here

The weakest girl in Floral
can’t pick up the feed sack at the store.
Can’t see the drink fountain at the Exxon.
Not strong enough to saddle a horse, or feed the 
dogs.
Too small to play on the Devil’s Tea Table.
Always having to hold mommy’s hand.
To weak for everything.

Ainsley Tharp

Midland Elementary
Floral

FACULTY CONTACT: Bani Meharg 
VISITING WRITERS: Josh Brown and Josh Peterson

The Llama

hates school because it’s always in
detention for spitting on
the teacher.  And then gets
extra detention for eating grass
and licking its science partner.

Anonymous
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What is a Soul

There is a room covered with dirty
laundry socks everywhere.  Shirts on beds
and on dressers, dog on bed sleeping.  Mom said
what a mess it smells like a pig pin in here
clean up.

Richard Balderas

Crossing Arkansas By Guessing

Guessed what the road looks like.
Mom said I was being annoying.
My brothers are playing on their phones.
I still ask too many questions
even though Mom said to stop.

Kelsey Epina

On the Occasion Tim Tebow Lost

You can smell the trees melting.  You’d bet-
ter run.
The volcano’s erupting.  Feel the heat, the 
explosion.
Taste the dirty air.  See the lava.  It’s over.

Zackary McPherson

On the Occasion of  My Mom Coming Back

Orange rushing toward you
about to melt your skin and bones.
Burns so bad you want it over with.
As hot as ten thousand degrees,
torturing your soul.

Harley
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On the Occasion of  the Dugger Family Having too Many Kids

The deep hole in my pocket makes me think
if  only we were to of  stopped earlier.
The yelling echoes through the halls ringing your ears.
It could be as simple as just getting up and leaving.
But I could not bear what it would do to them.
So as this deep hole gets deeper
I stick with it to keep them happy.

Hunter Golorth

Casey is Dead

Casey listens to here iPod, dancing
in her room, getting ready
for her last day of  school.
She throws some make-up on
and jumps into her shoes,
heads to the door for Friday classes.
Casey drives away, coffee in her hand.

Sidnie Burnett

On the Occasion of  _____________

The classroom sits silent.
The teacher is asking for volunteers.
None of  the students even care.
The silent grow strong with every second.
Then the teacher turns to the board
and does it himself.

Josh Thomas

Midland High School
Pleasant Plains

FACULTY CONTACT: Angela Muse 
VISITING WRITERS: Josh Brown and Kaj Anderson-Bauer
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On the Occasion of  Lindsey Lohan Not Going to Jail

Like burning and every flame engulfing me.
One by one the fiery flames eat me alive.
Being so close to the escape
of  fire and plummeting back
into the deathly mess.
Never being saved.

Kaitlyn Daughtry
The Last Day in Independence County

   Children walk along a narrow path—
the road slowly withered away
where a house once stood.
A long chained fence protects all secrets.

   Flowers bloom through the open walls.
White sunlight kisses the broken boards.
A mother bird takes warmth to her nest.
She enters the basement below,

            cold and abandoned.
This house has never been so full
of  life.  As I walk through
the chained fence and

           smiling upon last memories, 
that house is now a home.

Felisha Standard

Parable

Jesus walked into the bar.
   He shunned them all as he walked down the aisle.
Jesus sat down.
                He asked for some water.
   Then he turned it to wine.

Casey P.



We are Lions

We are nice.
We do not hunt to kill.
We want to live on your planet,
because our oxygen is like your oxygen.

Gage Talley

Diary of  a Clock

It’s as if  I’m in an endless ocean.
Time is passing me by.
Hoping to not be replaced.
No one ever compliments my good work.
The look only past me, never at me.
On the other hand, maybe it will end soon.

Hayley Craig
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Halie Holt, Cedar Park Elementary

Norphlet High School
Norphlet

FACULTY CONTACT: Clare Heffner
VISITING WRITERS: Kaj Anderson-Bauer and Stu Dearnley

AThe Feet

Doorknobs always walk
under the big purple shoe.
Afghanistan is a battlefield.
Nobody gives up on dreams.
Everyone sings zombie.

Camron Harris
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Black

It feels like melted wax 
on the tip of  your finger.
The taste of  uncooked steak.
The sound of  a bunch of  girls 
screaming for Justin Bieber.

Alexis Long

Turquoise

the softest kind of  velvet in a black room
the time in the morning when the rooster crows
the very top of  the Eiffel Tower
like running through a prairie full of  little flowers
the sourest Sour Patch Kid
the steamy hot chocolate after coming in from a 
cold snowy day
the taste of  toothpaste when you brush your 
teeth after drinking coffee.

Shaylee Morris

My Thoughts are Like Geese

My thoughts are like geese, usually
so close together, but a few go astray.
They search, and begin to questions themselves
until they are able to become a flock again.

Lauren Estes

Until the End

reverse time
over the rainbow
behind the wall
exactly different
reveal the secret
true to tomorrow
sleep again.

Kelcy Roberts
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That Glass Door

If  I counted, it’d be a million or two how 
many times I’ve felt your smooth soft face
smash in to my chest.  I don’t want you
to hate me.  I’d hug and hold you if  I could.
I wouldn’t hurt you, but I can’t help it.
I can’t warn you that I so tightly close
you.  See straight through me.  What you
really want is inches behind me.  I love you.
I do.  I want to open up for you, 
have you dissolve into me and what I hold
you from.  Even my cold hard heart
bleeds to see you in pain and have you
curse me up and down.  I beg you for forgiveness
but you replaced me with a normal door
before I could and I miss you so 
much and with apologies,
your old glass door.

Reina Batista

Ramay Junior High
Fayetteville 

FACULTY CONTACT: Julia Woodward   
VISITING WRITERS: Diana Reaves, Stefan De La Garza, Kathleen Heil, and Josh Brown 

Once upon a logical time of  day

there was a blonde who met
a cow, the blonde and the cow
were at a party, enhanced
with candy, when they left
the blonde heard a cry from
the inside of  a Buick,
the cow said we must rescue
him from a life of  boredom

Jackson Merryman

The Diminishing Photo

I watched as the colors faded.
The focus changed from smiling faces
to the gray background.
The children danced off  of  the paper,
holding hands and singing nursery rhymes.
The scenery changed from forest
to the suburbs.  The trees bristled
in the wind, leaves flying off
the page, leaving us with the blurred
outlines of  what once was.

Claire Ebbing

Fire

Words on a page.
Letters I don’t understand.
Sounds that penetrate my inner soul.
And yet, I’m drawn to this place,
a world I don’t know, where
the letters surround me.
And I am not afraid.

Chioma Okoroafor
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Unit of  Measure

All can be measured by the standard of  the platypus.
All can swim the gills splashing as a platypus.
None or other can squeak and squeal like the platypus.
All are either taller by size or shorter by the platypus.
None can be as prepared as a stone whirled by the wind
like a platypus.
Must fog be so dense for the platypus to be the day?
Must you walk stomping, crushing, lifting like platypus?
Can you measure the depth of  life by the platypus?
My first love for Earth as the platypus.
Barbeque chicken is just as wet and hard like the platypus.
Can I walk just as scaly and clickly as one of  the platypus?
Why must I not sleep just as a platypus
brushing crunching through the wind?
My love for nature can not be defined
by the length of  scale from the platypus.
Nature warms and cures me, just as the platypus.
No army can withstand my love for the platypus.
No damage can withstand my love for nature.
All love can be as strong as nature with the platypus.
Long live the young platypus as he crawls
the unit of  measure for the beauty of  the platypus!

Helen Sha

Haiku

That warm windy day
When you finally realize
Your jacket is pointless

Samantha Doss

Haiku

Tomatoes ripe and juicy—
one bite 
needs salt

Mariano Flores

Haiku

A frog in a winter fog
always winks at
the dead.

Chelsea Sams

Fire

Mesmerizing calming, distorted syllables.
Distinctive lines,
each beat anew.
Fast paced tongues run through my eardrums.
So confusing, yet I understand
its language of  heat and burning passion.

Tierin Burrow



Hate Poem

You’re trying but
 I hate you.
Your breath annoys me.
 I hate you.
You take control over me.
 I hate you.
Pull the vessel that carries
this lost soul in closer.
 I hate you.
Temperature changes blood flow
speeding viciously.
 I hate you.
I need it.
 I hate you.
I become muddled by the lightest
whiff  of  your skin.
 I hate you.
I long to be attached.
One mind, one shell, one filling.
 I hate you.
This is dangerous…I’m absent.
 I hate you.

Kendra Cameron
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The Diminishing Truck

The new truck, clean and young,
used day after day.  Years go 
by and the window breaks.
The slam of  the door shatters
the windshield, covering the truck
in glass shreds.  The headlights
crack and the lights fade away.
The engine snaps off  so
the truck will go no further.
A door covered in dents
falls to the ground.  
The seats worn by the weather.
Tires diminished and gone.
And all that is left is the picture
of  the man who drove
the dead truck all the way.

Catherine Brantly

What is a Soul?

A dim iridescent light shines in the corner.
You can hear a clicking sound that goes on into
the barely lit hallway.  The ruffling sound
of  the wind comes through the cracked
window filling the small space with cool
breeze and the fragrance of  autumn leaves.
This smooth space where the whole world
around me drifts away.  I’m a dove
fluttering through the moonlit sky.

Demetria Spearman

Madeline Wood, Ramay Junior
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SATs

1)  Love is to hate as maps of  the world are…

 a) drawn all over with directions
 b) scarred with symbols whose identification is in the legend
 c) old and crumbled, with years of  use
 d) both B and C

2)  What is happiness?

 a) the square root of  strawberry
 b) eating all you want without getting fat
 c) making your family proud
 d) all of  the above

3)  How many souls are in a dog?

 a) There are numerous souls in each drop of  drool.
 b) There are 5 souls in each wag of  its tail.
 c) There are 20 crying souls in each wimpy howl.
 d) There are 60 souls in each gesture of  playfulness.

4)  A first kiss is also know as…

 a) a whole cheese cake all to yourself
 b) a nice steamy shower on the coldest of  days.
 c) a regretful and hated feeling
 d) memorable and sweet

Nour Abu-Safe

Where Do Babies Come From?

I’ll tell you.
It’s kind of  like skee-ball.
You have to get your ball within the hole.
You only have five tries to get the hole 500.
There are two at the very top.
Once you achieve that goal
you get a prize.
That prize is worth 10 tickets.
That’s enough to buy one baby.
And of  course you get to choose which one.
And I choose you because you’re so cute.
No other baby could compare.

Ja’Lyn Hall

Ren Reynolds, Ramay Junior
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Only Turtles Live Forever

I am a brick that can’t be broken.
I am a little slow at times.
I snap at people that upset me.
When I slide down hills
I climb right back up.

Scott Wilson

Richland Elementary
West Memphis 

FACULTY CONTACT: Gwen Looney  
VISITING WRITERS: Corrie Williamson and Aran Donovan

Love

Love feels like a soft blue 
baby blanket you have had 
since you were a child.

Love is a delicious
meal made by your mother 
on a Christmas morning.

Love smells like a rose
with dew slowly
moving down its stem.

Love is a beautiful 
sunset that takes
your breath away.

Love sounds like birds
chirping on an early
winter morning.

Bailee Smith

South Korea

I saw little children eating moon
cakes. The aroma of  fresh cut
fish with the steaming hot bowl of  rice 
kicked. Everyone was dressed
in costumes for the Moon Festival
that night. In the morning
you would hear the church bells
ringing and then see families 
dressed in kimonos. The sun’s heat
would pack down on everyone
which made everyone look like
they were glowing. As for the bride,
she wasn’t pretty or beautiful. She was
as radiant as the sun.

Ashley Kim It’s All Me

I am an old bridge going over 
the deep blue creek at night.

I am an old weathered mountain
on my own single plane.

I am a jagged piece of  a puzzle
never put together.

I am a long pathway of  golden stairs 
leading to the door of  a suspenseful 
room.

I am a shiny red rocket blasting
off  into the black of  space.

I am a book of  mysteries
waiting to be solved.

Hannah McCall
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The Lonely Road

I am a twisted road getting ready to crumble
in the night sky.

I am an antique cup once sent
from an old Chinese slave
ready to break away from the chains
of  desperation.

I am a branch that has fallen
from a mighty willow tree
into the deep Brazilian forest.

I am a broken industrial tube
wading in the water
of  the Indian ocean.

Luke Murrah

To Jupiter,

I know you’re very big,
I’m sorry about this letter
being a small ant to you.
I know you’re just a desert of  gasses.
I am a very friendly person.
Is it lonely out there?

Dawson Mathis

In the future

In the future we will not fight
over early bird specials, throw dentures
at people if  they won’t shut up,
and we won’t play tricks on each other
when we are in nursing homes. Some one
might fall out.

In the future we will not jump
up and down and think the ground
will crack, jump in the air and hope
to get stuck, and race around
the Milky way. I’m pretty sure
asteroids hurt.

Steven Stone

I Am

I am the talons of  an eagle at flight.
I am a snake on the prowl
hunting down a bird in the trees.
I am a rumor spread
across the school.
I am a balloon flying over the crowds
on a breath of  air flying
on top of  the world.
I am a pair of  opera glasses watching
someone in a high note.
I am a slingshot in a child’s hand
about to cause destruction.

Murphy Arnett
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Rebelliousness

I found a monster. It’s 
disguised as your spelling test and
pops out with your real spelling test. Then,
it magically chants a spell and doodles
appear on the test and it turns into
a self  flying paper airplane that is
attracted to another student. After that,
it shows you its true form: YOU! You
are the one who forces yourself  to 
do so. This monster also causes you
to smell like you were rolling around
in a dump and makes you only eat
donuts. This monster makes you feel 
what he feels: angry as a bull in front
of  a waving, possibly red, flag.

Albert K.

Jealousy

Jealousy is when your brother gets
the better cap gun on a Wednesday
Jealousy is like when you’re the 
oldest and everybody else gets a head
start on the Easter egg hunt
It is like your friend getting
the top you always wanted. It is 
the feeling that makes you
strive for improvement.

Sophie Jane Green

Root Elementary
Fayetteville

FACULTY CONTACT: Diane Carpenter
VISITING WRITERS: Jason Torrente, Stu Dearnley. Stefan De La Garza, and Lizzie Paulus

Santa in the Sahara

Imagine a box full of  buckets
filled with water attached to a camel,
its rider is Santa Claus, a 
skinny, tall man who calls
his box of  buckets 
his sleigh, riding on what
he thinks is a reindeer but 
really is a camel. With sand
on his face and mini bones
in place of  candy canes he
delivers his water to kids
all in the Sahara in about
a week, then sleeps under
a tree in the distance.

Sophia L.

to: nail gun

hi nail gun this is worker you never have to
worry I always use you right and let nothing 
hurt you just beware because my crazy daughter
has a colorful imagination and will use anything as a 
toy.

Thomas Leonard
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Guess what…you’re 5

You break stuff  constantly
You bore me to death
You yell for no reason
You like to watch Dora
You smack me so hard
then I run away.
You like to eat corn chips
and sit and play on an iPhone.

Luke Wisdom

Ode to my jazz shoes

My tan jazz dance
shoes will bring 
me to the ball
of  my feet and 
spin me around many
times.  My tan jazz 
shoes help me stretch
and dance every 
day.  They are like 
food to me, I 
could never let 
them go away from 
me.  

Holley Helms

Awkwardness

Awkwardness is
when you’re running a 5K
and you have to pee. Awkwardness
is swimming and your shorts come 
off.

Brooks Farrah

Guess what…you’re a Chihuahua

You live in a purse, 
and wear jewelry 
like a person.
You go everywhere 
and get your nails done.  
You do anything 
you want and 
don’t get in trouble. 
So let’s face
it, you’re a diva
not a dog. 

Caroline Grage

Ode to the poster on the wall

Thank you poster I love you
a lot, you inspire me to do 
great things and I like how you
look but it must be boring 
just waiting there on the wall. 

Fletcher McSpadden
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Reagan Rushing, Richland Elementary

The Forest of  the Thumbs

I was on my chestnut horse,
galloping through the mossy forest.
But I pulled my pony to a stop.
I couldn’t get past.
Giant thumbs, with
purple fingernails were blocking
my path. They pointed in the opposite
direction for me to leave.
I obeyed.

Amella Hapgood

I woke up and I was in love

I woke up and I was in love.
I slid down to the water and dove in
The chilling liquid against my skin calmed me.
I saw a school of  fish. I opened my mouth,
And grabbed three fish with my beak
I swam to my family and then sat on my egg till the 
egg hatched.
My long, brown hair changed to stubby yellow 
strands of  hair.
I forgot all about my love for sleeping and just 
wanted
to catch fish all day.

Emily Furlow

Ode to my hand

You break my fall, whenever
you can.  It’s like you have 
a mind of  your own.  
You help me grip things that 
I want.  You’re always there 
no matter what.  I don’t know
why you stick to me 
there’s people who you 
can help.  But you’re still 
there for me.  No matter
what I do you won’t leave. 

Jan Bobda

Ode to my fingers

These fingers go around
in town looking pretty
as ever.  Sometimes with a 
French tip, polka dots, zig zag, swirls, and 
stripes.
These fingers are my fingers.

Savana Bastel
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The Autumn Leaves

Break like a bone in your body,
turn colors like mixed 
paint, swirl like a giant 
whirlpool, fall like falling 
stars in the night, 
lay silent like a feather 
on the ground.

Reanna Payne

Black

A silent dog barking,
three rain drops on my nose,
a terrible event at the strike
of  midnight, a blade scraping 
metal, a cry for help unheard,
chains rattling in an old box
in an empty room, sirens 
in a humid summer night.

Kayla Rogers

I Am

I am a house overgrown with 
grass and weeds at noon. I am 
the happiness hovering in your mind
in the morning.  I am corn in a cornfield 
that the eye missed.  I am paint in a jar 
waiting to spill.  I am a mountain 
running away from fear. 

I am a shattered glass jar on the floor.  I am 
a bunch of  bananas in a tree in the Bahamas.
I am lightning from a thunderstorm 
over your house.

Lauren Taylor

Southside Elementary
Bee Branch

FACULTY CONTACT: Tonya Lovell
VISITING WRITERS: Kaj Anderson-Bauer and John Scott

Pink

Pigs rubbing by the slop
eating pork in the fall.
Flowers popping up in the spring
bring pink to stop the white.

Riley Sawyer

Red

Rough as an ankylosaurus back,
juicy as a chicken ate uncooked,
loud as rocks being shot at glass,
smooth as a new trash bag.

Levi Leonard
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White

Blank as day’s sky 
with a deep, enhancing, 
sweet honeysuckle--

in summer’s beginning, covered 
in deep, delicious chocolate 
gravy, 

with the greedy mouth 
of  a young child, with laughter,

a thin piece of  paper’s touch of
smoothness, quiet 
and still like a house
at night. 

Bianca Lee

Lorikeet’s Humor

funny
ear biters,
very colorful birds,
nectar eating
hat-landers

Timothy

My Thoughts are like Minnows

Small brained, water goes in 
one side and out the other.
Small whippering whispers 
in my head--swimming in 
the dark ocean,
not knowing where to be.

Eli
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I used to be a 3rd grader

I used to be a third grader,
but now I’m a shape-shifting lie!
I have been used for late homework,
broken windows, thieves, and even negotiat-
ing!
Someday I want to be a truth.
Right now, I’m just a big fat lie!
It’s not fair!
I want to be a third grader again!
Nooo!  Hey!  Now I’m a truth!
Stop!
I said I want to be a third grader!

Sterling West

Secrets

Secrets are a ticking time bomb of  rumors
waiting to happen.
Secrets are Facebook.
Secrets are the laughing man—
they won’t be themselves when they reach 
you.

Mason Marcum

Summer

Summer is a child learning to ride a bike,
sometimes it hurts.
Summer is a first-class cruise boat,
enjoy it while you can.
Summer is a bomb,
eventually it’s got to go.

Keaton Stone

Vandergriff  Elementary
Fayetteville

FACULTY CONTACT: Marci Tate
VISITING WRITERS: Nikki Settelmeyer, Erin Jones, Alice Stinetorf, Jason Torrente, 

Katie Nichol, and Kathleen Heil

Invisible

More than anything
today, I want four 
real friends in the world,
to open a hotel for animals,
be the President of  the United States,
to be small, to be invisible,
to transform into animals,
to have wings and fly.

Jaia Gogineni
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A Year in a Day

a year in a day I see a 
stick of  butter melting like
snow falling out of  the sky
and a monster bathing in
a swamp in a Speedo with a corn-
dog baker built in and a giant
loaf  of  bread falling out of  the
sky and for summer I see a 
monkey running in the parking lot,
in his underwear.

Alexander Dunn

Fear

My fear smells like a Chinese toad. My
fear plays Pokemon in his spare
time. My fear tastes like pencil
shavings. My fear thinks he is
cool. My fear likes to ride
a unicycle. My fear can’t juggle.
My fear has huge, white wings.
My fear has a weird hairdo.
My fear looks like a fat
cow’s tongue. My fear sounds like
a walrus on the shore. My fear 
has tiny legs, is hard to see.

Jacob Shaw 

Sadie Baxter, Vandergriff  Elementary

Ode to My Hair

My hair is as curly as a sheep with
a curling iron. It says, “I don’t like 
heights.” It tastes like a cinnamon
bun. It sounds like a siren when 
Mom brushes it, and like a happy
cat when I leave it alone. It smells
like a house. It looks
like a sunflower in the morning.

Amanda Schumacher
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I woke up and I was in love

I woke up and I was in love so
I sprinted  9,000  miles to Africa
and joined the people in love
but I shouldn’t have it was
crazy there I was the smallest
one there I even got thrown
in a lake once. But I did
notice I was super fat and
if  you see someone in love sitting 
on a log it’s me and take
me to a science lab immediately!
And don’t turn me into a bunny
those things make me cry.

Lindsey Grace Johnson

New Guinea Singing Dog

A jingling noise along with a
Contorsionist’s moaning. A
Songlike howl comes in through
the darkness. You are so inquisitive
that you wonder what that 
noise is, so you go through
the New Guinea jungle.
Then you see a wolf-like
figure. A New Guinea Singing
Dog.

Isabella M.

Christmas Veteran’s Day

In the morning around the Christmas
tree we sing “The National Anthem,”
“God Bless America,” and “All hail to
Veterans.” The turkey is all
covered in red, white, blue, and
toy army men. The gravy is
colored camoflaged, and the cherry pie
has flags sticking out of  the top.

Amanda Stuler

The Coliseum of  the Contortionists

They bend and twist like
contorted figures. Their spines
are without vertibrae. They
dance with a shimmerring 
golden hue. The Coliseum
radiates with the exhileration
of  the contortionists flexibility.
The pure white pillars
support the foundation on
which it rains ashen sand of
blue. The grains bend
the way the contortionists
dance. They sing as rays of
silver shields guard their 
tree of  life. The Contortionists
Coliseum defines the
expression to bend.

Marie Rapert
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A Year in a Day

The sun shining in summer
sun. The sun is twinkling
like a ruby. Now it’s
Fall, all the leaves are 
falling like, like people
skydiving. The snow is
is white just like the 
clouds. And spring the
flowers bloom like a human
curling outward after doing a
cannonball into a pool.

Isaac Peters

Sitting by the Fire with My Two Dogs Molly and Rosebud in My House

Molly sitting on my left and Rosebud 
sitting on my right. Smelling the wood burning 
as the fire stays on. On the ground lays a 
wooden floor and above is a window that I 
look out every day. I never knew I loved 
my dogs so much as I did that night.

Kaitlyn Wardle

Anonymous, Vandergriff  Elementary

The Place I Knew Not to Go

It was dark and damp in the
forest. I knew I was not supposed
to be here, but I was. Branches
and leaves covered every inch of  the
ground. Crack went a stick. All
of  the sudden I knew someone 
was watching me. The air was 
damp but nothing was unusual. I 
still was worried, so I bent down
to pick up a stick. The stick was
bumpy with a jagged top.  Crunch.
I heard another noise. I saw eyes.
Scared, that’s the word for how I felt.
I understand now why I am not 
supposed to be here. 

Mackenzie Mollner
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My Mom at Age 9

She is listening to the Rolling Stones.
She hears Mic Jagger singing Beast of  
Burden.
She smells the old dusty record.
She sees the record case sitting on her bed.
She is thinking I love this song.

Beau Stuckey

Lying in the Grass, Staring at the Stars

Laying in the tall, wet, bushy grass.
Up above stars standing out in
darkened sky. Beside me are
my sisters trying to sing a song.
The wind blows softly. The air damp
but cool. The brightest star in
the sky went blank as clouds pass through
the air. Across the world this poem
is over, here it hasn’t even started.   

Mackenzie Mollner

The White-tailed Deer

I am thinking of  the wet morning 
with fresh dew on the grass. With that 
strange, unusual feeling that I am 
being watched. Slowly, carefully, I 
crunch through the field jumping at 
the slightest sound. Smelling the crisp 
Autumn wind makes me feel safe. 
Tasting the grass makes me feel 
happy forever. I am the White-tailed 
deer.

Ethan Jones
Red Is

My mother’s lipstick. 
My mother’s dress. 
My mother’s carpet. 
My mother’s bed. 
My mother’s nails. 
My mothers’ computer. 
My mother’s clock. 
My mother’s shoes. 
My mother’s dresses. 
My mother’s tables. 
My mother’s cups. 
My mother’s plates. 
My mother’s silverware. 
My mother’s folders. 
My mother’s mixing machine. 
I remember when I painted
my nails red. 
I regret putting red clay
in the washing machine. 

Jordin Shap Fire

Fire is a dog waiting to be fed. 
Fire is a cat creeping up on a 
mouse. Fire is a plant waiting to 
be watered. Fire is the beginning
of  the end. Fire is the thing that
puts us in despair. Fire is the thing
that gives up the will of  fire. 

Ethan Jones
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I Used to Be a Fourth Grader

I used to be a fourth grader
but now I am fried chicken
in my own house about to be 
eaten by my own family I’ll 
get burned in the fryer and
get a swim in ketchup
and then get bit what did
I ever do to them I see
teeth and hear chomp chomp
chomp I’ll feel pain please
just let me a fourth grader 
again

Amber Sturtz

Vilonia Elementary and Middle
Vilonia

FACULTY CONTACT: Cheré Beavers

VISITING WRITERS: Erin Jones, Kimberly Driggers, Kathleen Heil, and Katie Nichol 

My Dad at Work

He touches gross, dirty tubes.
He smells gas & oil. He tastes
sand on his tongue. He sees nothing
but black. He hears loud truck sounds.
He works in the cold and gives us
water. He works for a company named South-
Western Energy (SWN). He is thinking about
getting home in the warm house and sleeping.
He has to sleep with an oxygen mask so he can
breathe at night. He sleeps for a whole day then he
has to be up at 7:00 and work again.

Grace Shannon

Ode to “O”

O you are in Cheerios,
bowls, in names, fans, eyes, 
glasses, compasses, and many
other things too, but O, you
sound like the response
Ooohhh, you taste like 
honey, O, people can see
through you like the glasses 
lenses that people wear.
By the way, O, you
look like a clock, 
a baseball, and a 
basketball. 

Molly Reed 
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A Dog in Three Parts

First he digs a hole in the dark
dirt

Second he puts his dirty bone in the
dark dirt

Third he covers his dirty bone up with
the dark dirt and dreams of  the bone
in a hole covered with dark dirt

Ashley DeLong

My Mom Being Busy

My mom was touching her rose
pink iphone. She was writing
things to buy at the store. She
could hear us kids giggling. 
She could smell her double butter
toast. Pop! It comes out. She
tastes it. She sees me coming
in the Main Room. “I’m busy,”
she says. The rain taps down. 
“Pretty,” she thinks. 

Jade Garrett

Ode to “N”

A V holding a walking stick. You
smell like bark. You taste like a drum
set. 

Noah Chandler

Kristen Madden, Vilonia Middle
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A Few Rumors Concerning Popeye

There were a few rumors concerning
Popeye. Popeye was going on a date
with Betty Boop. Popeye is cheating
on Betty Boop. Popeye eats the
rust off  of  ships. I heard that
he really does not like Betty Boop
and that he just wanted a girlfriend. 

Madison Hackenson

My Dad at Work

My dad at work. He works real
hard. He feels the hot grease
blowing in his face. He smells the
goodness of  the good burgers when
it’s his lunch break. He tastes the 
juiciness of  his burger. He hears
people going yummy this is good.
He sees people eating their lunch.
He wonders when he is
going to get his check.

Gabryiel Laco

Untitled

There are too many people in my
house. My sister takes the bathroom,
she takes ten hours to finally get
out of  the bathroom. She could win
a record if  she tried to, she would win for
sure. An eagle flies over my house.
I think it’s after her. 

Aaron May

The Ultimate Poem 

This poem was a poem
no one heard of… yet. This poem
looked like cotton balls stretched 
out. This poem smelled like the morning
frost. This poem felt very delicate but
this poem was very strong. I don’t 
know what this poem would taste 
like, probably not very good. You
could hear this poem from miles away
because of  the clank clank of  her
bones. This poem would do anything for
anybody. 

Hannah Bruhn
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Poem Addressing Female Delinquents Age 
17

This poem is about walls. 
Four walls trapping you and not letting 
you out. 
This poem is about skipping school, drug
and alcohol use, making bad decisions, and 
about the consequences. 
This poem can brighten your day
and make you smile because you’re
not alone, or it can make you dwell on
your past actions and regret.
This poem is to tell you that just
because you made mistakes it 
doesn’t mean you’re a failure. This 
poem can change your perspective
or not phase you at all.
It can whisper in your ear and 
tell you everything will be okay, 
don’t give up. Keep moving forward.
This poem can be that hug from
someone special that comforts and 
calms you so much. This poem 
is about changing for the better
so that you can move on and 
leave behind the four walls that
trapped you. This poem can open the
cell door and lead you out of  your pod
and into the open arms of  freedom. 
This poem is for female delinquents
age 17. And this poem is to say
I believe in you. 

Mariah W. 

Washington County Juvenile Detention Center
Fayetteville

PRIMARY CONTACT:  Jeane E. Mack
VISITING WRITERS: Katie Nichol and Rodney Wilhite

A Missing Push

There is a woman pushing
a girl on the swings.
Their white teeth glisten
from the sunlight. 
The young girl’s hair bounds
against the wind. 

As I watch her, my mother
tugs my hand to go. 

But I can see that me
and the other girl are
missing that one more
push. 

Nikki K. 

Dear Bully

Dear bully
I am just as good as you
We are equal
We are both smart
and play games well
I won’t put you down
I will encourage you
You are my teammate,
classmate and weirdly a friend

Dear bully
I will not put you down
for we are equal
We are sun and sky
moon and stars
Without you I am nothing
but a lonely figure in space

Mariah W. 
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Haiku, Seasons

   I. 
Out in the bare forest
 Not one to be seen
  You can see my breath

   II. 
Diving in deep
 All I can see is clown fish
  But yet I count ten

   III.
Yellow leaves everywhere
 Squirrels just looking around
  There’s no sounds

   IV. 
White River stream
 No one around
  One sound, water came down 

Jennifer P. 

        Samantha Williams, West Junior

The Color Orange

Feel the warm, radiant touch
of  the sun.
 
Its thickness like the depth of  a bottomless
pool.

Its color is strong, pulling you in 
like the wind of  a hurricane. 

If  you could taste it, it would melt
in your mouth like ice cream.

If  you could hear orange, it 
would scream loud like the horn
on a train. 

Nikki K. 

Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter

Glistening sunlight,
vibrant colored scales
jump from the water

A dark shadow above
a white blur
now gone

Racing to the top
they store
only a hundred more
to go 

Listening to the silence 
looking at only an image, 
they stay alert

Nikki K.
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Careless

You know how people laugh and you
you can’t do anything about it?
Well when I was really young, many
other kids loved to pick on smaller
kids. It didn’t matter if  you were
black, white, brown or even rainbow, kids 
would point, pick, and even laugh in your
face. And all I could do was nothing 
but big, warm tear drops running down
my caramel cheeks and turn around and
run like the wind that blows
leaves high above our heads.
Nothing I could do but care
less what they did because
those kids did nothing but laugh. 
But then all that changed. Because
it’s not just me who’s been there, 
there’s been other kids like
me that’s done worse. 
Those bullies that had no heart
for others, didn’t care but for them
selves and now all they think
is that reality is nothing
but a big joke.

Helena

POEM ADDRESSING GIRLS (AGE 15)

You can read this like a poem, 
or you can read this like a guideline. 
Us girls, we see things differently
because we’re much smarter and open-
minded. We like flowers because we’re
girly and boys because they’re funny. 
Us girls are strong and tough, 
even if  it’s hardly ever seen. 
We’re almost never not inseparable,
but are so independent. 
Sometimes we need our daddies because
our mommies don’t understand it. 
But don’t forget us girls, we love
to joke and giggle. 
And sometimes we even like
throwing mud on car windows. 

Nikki K. 
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Cages

This year they are exactly the 
size of  the butterflies my sister
kept to fly the days since
stars.

And precisely the color of  ladybugs, 
of  the roads leading away from home
into summer, jumping the beautiful park

past the sky, the homes you
hear cages, hoping with purple, 
flying the dragonflies like lots
of  grass.

Angel Braun

Brushing My Teeth

If  I don’t brush 
my teeth I will
lose my mind like
a wild cat or anaconda.
My teeth have to be 
white at all times.
If  my teeth ever be
yellow I will lose my
mind like a wild cheetah.

Deshawn

Weaver Elementary
West Memphis 

FACULTY CONTACT: Sheila Grissom
VISITING WRITERS: Nicole Nodi and April Christiansen

Miami, 2:00 a.m.

On a deck looking down from his
hotel room at all the people in the 
pool.    George Burns looking and looking
feeling the same way he felt when
he wasn’t born.

The birds flying around in the baby
blue skies.  It makes me want to be
them.  I want to be free.

Anterious
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 A Day in the Life of  Mason

I am Mason
I am a soldier
a warrior
a friend
a brother
I fight my way into drills
I care for my brothers
I will fight for honor
I am Mason, a soldier tile the end

Kobie

Flying Dutchman

My life is not easy.  Day in and day out
my body is filled with anger and aggression.  I love 
no one
but it’s not my fault I have no heart.  They took
it from me.  Now, I am forced to watch over those
who die beneath water.  I have question for you, 
who’s
watching over me?

Akira Cox

 

New York City, 2:00 p.m.

I’m in New York City at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday.
Walking around in the cold, tears on 
my face.  People sleeping in the street.  I see
wolfs sleeping, and stars in the sky.  The ocean
froze.

Kelvin L. 

If  every person but one couldn’t

If  every person but one couldn’t

tell the truth

more people would be in trouble

People wouldn’t get jobs
The economy would get worse

Quintoris Johnson
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Thinking of  Heaven

I have a friend who still believes in heaven. 
We are burning for the rest of  our lives. 
There is no way of  escaping this. 
No where to go. 
Nothing we can do. 
This is the path we chose.
Black as ever, weak as ever. 
Skin toasted and rarely cooked. 
He still continues to still believe in heaven.

Violent men smell violent women.
Smell from miles away. 
The more dirt he does, 
The more she wants to do. 
She can’t help, but neither can he.
Two violent people for the rest of  their 
lives.
Crimes after crimes. 
Times after times. 
As the moon comes up shining like ever, 
they fall to the ground. 

Chauncey Bedford

The Secrets of  a Woman

Secrets of  a woman can destroy any mortal man.
When a deep dark secret is released, a drawer opens inside
the woman, releasing chaos. Once these drawers are open, they await
being filled. These drawers, or parts, wait to be filled with emotion
that isn’t always found or released. One woman can release
some emotion to another woman and the receiver will hate
the giver, forever. The one that is hated forever turns
to an ash outline of  what it used to look like. Then, 
at any touch, it can collapse.    

Byron Kirkland

I Never Knew I Loved…

I never knew I loved watching the sun go down
with numerous shades of  gold, pink, blue and purple. 
I never knew I loved my grandma and brother
sitting next to me eating cold sherbet ice cream.
I never knew I loved the way tall grass ripples
like a wave in the wind.
I never knew I loved the countless stars
that light up the sky and smile down at me. 
I never knew I loved the clouds, and 
how everyone sees them differently—
One person may see a dog
and another might see an alien petting a cat. 
I never knew I loved music
the way it speaks to people
and tells stories
and how it never changes, 
even if  the person listening to it does. 

Allison Nanney

West Junior High
West Memphis

FACULTY CONTACT: Frances O’Dea
VISITING WRITERS: April Christiansen, Katie Nichol, 

Nicole Nodi, and Diana Reaves
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Some Rumors Concerning Elmo

Elmo is only on Sesame Street for 
the money. He doesn’t care about
the kids. He is so weak strings have 
to move his whole body. He got his
curly red hair from a sheep. He dyed
it though. His whole body is basically
stuffed with cotton. He has no
heart. No stomach to process the 
food, no lungs to breathe. He has
no soul, just stuffing. Elmo isn’t 
even alive, he’s just some old
raggedy puppet that should’ve went 
out of  business in 1990. His goldfish
Dorothy is just a robot. And Elmo 
doesn’t even have an education, so
why is he teaching kids? For the 
money?  

Cory Marrs

I Never Knew I Loved

Trees suddenly orange
Sky yellow
There is a thought that comes to my mind
My life is changing all around me
A person inside me is trying to come out
But I won’t let it
I’m trying to be grateful
But it’s hard
I never knew I loved my old life
And I just want it back
My parents are fighting
My sister is nowhere to be found and I am 
right in the 
middle
I used to wish I was adopted
Now I realize I had it good
I never knew I loved my birthday
My parents together in the fall 

Keyshawn Davis

Haiku, West Memphis

Identical plates

all stacked up neatly, one two, 

three four, five and six.

Rolling up to the stop sign, 

loud music from another car stings my ears. 

My brother yells over the music, my

stomach churns. The car rolls away. 

Silence. 

The plates stacked in the cabinet

are all identical. The perfect paint…

Emily Murrah

Falling Apart

I wander, arms outstretched,
for my eyes are full of  black smoke.
I wander through this wasteland,
for my no one understands me.
I cannot feel like others,
for my emotions lie in drawers.
I am held together by beams and ropes
that do not always hold.
I continuously stop
to pull myself  together.

Harleigh Fagan
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Still

Loud, angry voices scream throughout the house. The
wretched smell of  liquor burns my nose. Doors slam. Items
crash to the floor. I hear the jingle of  the belt. The 
sobs of  her pleas make my eyes well up. My heart’s
pounding. The blood in my veins is beating a rhythm in my ears. I
breathe heavily lying on the bed. Everything is still. 
Regardless of  the horror occurring just beyond my door 
and four walls, all is peaceful. Tears stream down my 
flushed face. Everything is calm. As most good things
come to an end, the door is kicked open. Even though
it was a short time, it was a calm time. But now, it’s
my time to go. Just as I left Earth, I came into
heaven just as still on the wings of  God. 

Natalie Baine Haiku

a conspiracy
making residence in man
can make us all corrupt

Abby Fowler

Haiku

Marine Corps Sergeant
Beautiful woman next door
But he creeps her out

Bethany Harris

The year they outlawed swag

I remember back in the day when I was
the best dressed of  them all. Any expensive
name brand clothing you can think of, I had it.
Fresh from head to toe each day. Nowadays,
if  anyone gets caught having just the tiniest big of  
swag,
they’ll get thrown in jail.
All I can wear now are these stained jeans
with stepped on hand-me-down sandals.
And now my shirts couldn’t even have a brand or col-
lar on them.
Nothing will be the same without swag.

Kevin Smith
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exotic crazy beauty

Drawers I can close my heart in.
Close them lock them and throw away the key,
this tall exotic beauty is what I see,
it’s okay that you don’t have a face…
but you’re still beautiful to me.

Demetrius McMillion

Memphis at 4:00 P.M.

the sounds of  the cars honking the smell of  the exhaust coming from a light blue pinto with a bad 
motor the warmth of  the Mississippi River flowing peacefully to its destination, as I watch the traffic 
sit still like a frozen ant with Raid on it.

Jordan Boyce

The Year They Outlawed Cell Phones

They year cell phones were outlawed it was
chaos. People had to either walk or write letters
to talk to their friends. Most people resourced back to
the old string and can. It was madness.
We couldn’t even get a girl’s number,
we had to get her string color.

Chris Henry

Squidward

A day in the life as Squidward is
terrible and exciting. I have to put up with
SpongeBob and Patrick at work. I just want
some peace and quiet. They are always babbling about
jellyfish and everything. I go home to play my
clarinet and guess who shows up asking about
bubbles. SpongeBob. I slam the door
in his face and continue playing and ignoring his fre-
quent
knocks.

Jeremy Brown
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Trampoline Residue

As I bounce I see trampoline
residue
as I fly I see trampoline
residue
as I toss, turn, flip, float
I see trampoline residue
black and blue
trampoline residue
my hands, my socks, my toes
covered in trampoline residue
and sometimes even on my
nose
trampoline residue
covered in trampoline residue
stop
catch my breath
and I see trampoline residue
black
and
blue
trampoline residue

Mary Michael Knight

Arkansas Gals

Arkansas gals like their hair tied up,
their sweet iced tea filled to the top of  the glass.
Their rain boots jumping from puddle to puddle.
Arkansas gals like going to church on Sundays,
walking around barefoot on their farms.
Drivin’ tractors is easy for those Arkansas gals.
Arkansas gals eat chicken pot pie and play in rivers and 
lakes.
They go to markets and admire from afar the
big, muscular farm boys their daddies won’t let’em date.
How could you not love those Arkansas gals?”

Hannah Villines

Woodland Junior High
Fayetteville

FACULTY CONTACT: Sharla Keen-Mills

VISITING WRITERS: Josh Peterson and Alice Stinetorf

Coffee Dreams

Black; No cream. no sugar
I look around to see Hippies
draped in tie dye, hear poetry
readings and snaps
 snap
  snapp
   snappp
Inside the coffee walls

Khaddaja Ingram
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Across Arkansas

Across Arkansas
I write
my words spill
over mountains
and leap over ponds
I leave ink on the roads
and graphite in the sidewalks
my words fill the
deep valleys
my handwriting
curving
each path as
I go
Across Arkansas
I write
my words whispered
in the wind

Kali Berry

Bounce

Dirty children’s feet bounce
on my broad, black belly
laughing and mocking
me cause of  my rusted springs
bounce, bounce, jump
bending and stretching
my flexible body
when they stop
I’m left
alone
tired
under rain and cold
until next time

Caroline MasonBroadway Star

Christmas is a Broadway star
flashy, sparkling, singing
music and giving
bright lights cover the stage
just like the streets

Celia Johnson

Dirt Road

All day long I sit here
waiting
cars never come this way anymore
they’re always on highways or overpasses
I sit here in the blistering sun
waiting.

Sarah Boss
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Yellville-Summit High School
Yellville

FACULTY CONTACT: Sharon Meyer
VISITING WRITERS: Corrie Williamson and Kimberly Driggers

After Edvard Munch’s “The Scream”

As the man lingers
in the distance
contaminating one’s mind 
with the horrors
and fears of  loneliness 
he feels the sky
protruding towards 
the rushing tornado
of  aqua, forcing himself  
to scuttle away
from the beast in his head. 
He begins to disintegrate – 
it empowers his body
and mind, until out slithers
the scream.  

Gabe Dickson

Food Chain

1. Fly

To the little creature flying
in the home you don’t belong.
The beating wings and black
small body drifting through
the house you have invaded.
Flying into the clever trap
of  an enemy. Buzzing and 
frightened, trying to get free –
all is hopeless. 

2. Spider

To the nimble hunter of  night and day,
you sit and wait for your next meal.
Hanging on your thread of  silver
with the eight legs of  a foe to be feared.
Jumping at the sight of  a meal to come.
Excitement building. You have to wait
no longer.

3. Cat

To the sneaky feline creeping in the dark,
awaken from a dreamless sleep
with the need to hunt. Zooming in
on an unlucky prey. Jumping
with the natural speed of  a predator
on the unsuspected. The prey
with fangs of  venom has no effect
as he is small, and weak as a flower
in the garden compared to your size.

Kourtney Kyles
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After Andrew Wyeth’s “Airborne”

The winds blow, 
the feathers twine
among the earth, 
as the moon peeks 
through the silent clouds 
to see where
the feathers move. 
It watches in wonder
as they wind 
kicks them around,
then it stops, quiet. 
The earth is calm, the feathers 
stop, the moon
whispers, I want to speak.

Kristen Jones

For Sale

A pencil never used,
dull and stiff.
The poet away
lost in another world.

Summer Edkins

For Sale

Old rocking chair
Record Player
Pearls that have dulled
Aged newspapers

Ashley Martin

Ode to Sewer Rats

Oh how your stink is covered
with rotten milk and year-old
eggs that sit in the sun.
How pointy your fur is
for not bathing for years.

Oh sewer rat
how people are scared of  you
when you do nothing to them. 

Oh sewer rat I ode
to you and your disgusting
stench and your pointy
mohawked hair.

Anthony Vickers
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Feelings of  Peace

The smooth stones and pebbles rest
beneath my feet, as the icy water rolls
over them, over my toes. 
The smell of  fresh cut grass
illuminates down the hill from my home.
I’m at peace. Away from the noise
of  the city. I know how
to do a cartwheel, but my life
is spinning enough.
I don’t know how to please them all.
So maybe I’ll just please me.
I’ll stand in the water as it ripples
over my toes and smell the fresh
green grass. I’ll keep this place,
for when I need peace, for when
I need solace, for when I need
a break, a breath. How else can this
feeling be achieved? This feeling of  peace?

Caleigh Seawright

Untitled

The moon sinks into the river like a silver storm. 
The delicate, but vigorous moonlight
lights up the world
        softly as it sinks into the river,
as if  it is letting the world realize its existence.

Yuki Asai
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Samantha Williams, West Junior
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